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Interview with Ivan Anderson 
November 17, 1999 

Ivan Anderson was born and raised in Prince George. He went to the community 

of Sinclair Mills in 1936. In his first summer there he worked in the planing mill, and did odd 

jobs in the lumber yard such as loading cars and stacking lumber. He worked in the mill 

from April until October, at which time the mill closed for the winter. The mill did not operate 

in the winter because the log supply that it depended on arrived by river and it was not 

possible to run logs on the river during the winter months. 

Mr. Anderson returned to Sinclair Mills on April 15, 1937 and was there until 1962. 

During that time period he worked through a progression of jobs. 

Anderson: I started out as a stenographer, I used to take dictation and type 
letters, and I eventually worked up to looking after the payrolls. Then 
I started doing the accounting for the mill and the logging part of it. I 
think it must have been about 1955 that I was appointed Manager of 
Sinclair Spruce Lumber Company, and a little while after that, well 
several years after that I became Manager of Upper Fraser Spruce 
Mills at the same time. So I used to travel back and forth by car. 

In 1954 Sinclair Spruce Lumber Company was purchased by National Forest 

Products. In 1962 it was taken over by Noranda and the sales portion of the operation was 

to be transferred to Toronto. At that time Bob Stewart and Ivan Anderson left Sinclair Mills 

because they did not like the proposed set up, and started Sinclair Enterprises. 

During the 25 years that Mr. Anderson was at Sinclair Mills, there were many 

changes in logging practices and in government policies. Mr. Anderson felt that most of 

these resulted in improvements in the forest industry. 

In the early years, the logs were felled in the Longworth area which was about 12 

miles from Sinclair Mills. They were then skidded by horses to the river and dumped. The 

logs were then floated down the river to Sinclair Mills where they were processed. Later, 

heavy equipment and trucks replaced the horses. 
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Anderson: It was mostly truck logging. While I was there, I think a year or two 
later they brought in their first 07 tractor, and they used to use that, it 
had a blade on it, and they used to use that to build their roads, and 
it also skidded the logs too. They took the blade off it and just skidded 
the logs with it. This 07 tractor was the first one I'd ever seen. 

Various methods of transporting the logs were used as the logging operations 

spread out. 

Anderson: In later years, like about in the early forties, we started logging up 
behind the mountain at the mill. There was Sinclair Mills there and 
then there's a range of mountains, what we call the Bear Paw Range, 
used to run along the track. And, we never logged anything on that 
side of the range. We went up behind it and did our logging behind 
there, over to the MacGregor Valley, and we did a fair amount of that, 
and then we had to get into hauling logs by truck, which we didn't do 
before. We had to build the roads, and in a lot of cases it was plank 
roads. 

In order to build the roads a portable saw mill was set up in the bush. 

Anderson: My father-in-law, Ed Cowan, used to set up a little mill out in the bush 
and all he'd do was cut planks for the roads. Then they would build 
the plank road on top of timbers, you know, one set of timbers under 
each side of the road, and the truck would run over it and that was 
were all the weight was, right over those timbers ..... We put that in up 
at Longworth. The ground there was so soft, and a lot of muskegs, so 
you couldn't get in there unless you had a plank road. You just drive 
in there with the trucks ..... and then they would have turnouts, like they 
would know where they had to meet another truck, so they'd pull over 
and wait for the other truck to go by, and then they would continue on. 

Most of the logging at that time was clear cutting. The logs were cut, transported by 

truck to the river, dumped at the river and transported on the river down to the mill. This 

method of transport put certain restrictions on the mill operations. 
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Anderson: We'd only run it about six months of the year because we couldn't use 
it, the river, in the winter time. So, it would cut about 12 million feet 
annually. Then a couple of times we ran it in the winter by building a 
proper deal to go down to the Jack Ladder so they could role the logs 
down and then up into the Mill. That was the only way we could get 
them up there. Those two years we cut 18 million feet annually. The 
mill that we're involved in up at Bear Lake, it comes to 18 million feet 
a month! So it is a little different. 

As new technology became available Sinclair Mills incorporated it into their 

operations. This was evident with the introduction of the 07 Cat in the logging operations 

and in other improvements within the mill itself. When Mr. Anderson started at the mill they 

had only three boilers, but in 1939 they added an additional one. 

Anderson: The mill at Sinclair was a steam plant. They had four boilers, and we 
also had one of the first gang saws, what we called a round-log gang. 
The fogs, it would take a good size log, and it would go through this 
gang, and it was actually a mass of saws, it might have 1 O saws in 
there and it was all hooked in together like a sash, and this would go 
up and down, and then as it was going through, it would cut those logs 
into boards at one time, the whole log. And that was quite an item 
there. 

At Sinclair Mills all the lumber piles were out in the yard and you 
couldn't get to them the ground was so rough. They had plank 
tramways and these Dickies would run along and haul the lumber out 
and then bring the lumber back in again when it was dry. 

Policy Changes 

In the early years the Forest Service looked after the replanting of the logged off 

areas. There were thousands of acres that were "NSR" - not satisfactorily restocked. 

When the mill operators were made responsible for the restocking, it was then done 

correctly. 

The government didn't require any barking and chipping until after the pulp mill was 

in which was in the late 1950's. Although this didn't have a great negative impact on 

Sinclair Mills it did affect the smaller mills. 
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Anderson: There was over 600 small mills out in the bush, and they couldn't do 
that, they couldn't afford to put in a chipper and de-barker. Sinclair 
Mills had the money. ft didn't really affect the Mill that much. I'm just 
trying to think now, about the chips. No, it wouldn't affect it that much, 
but it might be a lot better for your saws. You have the logs go in 
there, into the de-barker and it would take all that stuff off, especially 
if you had to skid those logs out on the ground and they would pick up 
sand and gravel and so your saw would stay sharp quite a bit longer. 

Although the small mills were closing because of the barker-chipper requirements, 

their closures did not affect the operations of Sinclair Mills. Sinclair Mills was getting as 

much lumber as it needed so as the small mills closed it did not increase the availability of 

timber. Scaling policies in the early 60s made a bit of a difference to the mills. 

Anderson: We used to get pretty ticked off with a couple of the guys up there. 
They used to scale tree length, and they never made any allowance 
for the big but. If there was a six inch top on it they would measure 
that and as far as they were concerned it was six inches all the weigh. 
So they could gain quite a bit. They could recover a lot more lumber 
out of that than we could. But, no we couldn't, we didn't do that 
because we didn't think it was fair. 

The logs were all hand scaled during Mr. Anderson's time at Sinclair Mills. There 

were no automated scales. Sinclair Mills had their own certified scalers that were approved 

by the Forest Service. 

The requirement of enclosed beehive burners also had little affect Sinclair Mills s 

they had enclosed their beehive burners previously as a safety precaution. The only real 

policy charge that had a negative impact was the imposition of an extra charge on top of 

the stumpage for forest renewal. 

Anderson: They changed, they put on this extra charge on top of our stumpage 
and we had to pay, included in the price, and we had to pay $15 per 
cubic metre - extra. And this was supposed to be for forest renewal. 
Well we had already renewed the forest, we had already guaranteed 
that we were going to plant the trees and everything. We had to pay 
this on top of it. So looking at our recovery of 250 board feet per cubic 
metre, it was $60 dollars a thousand! That's a lot of money, and that 
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just about broke a lot of the mills. You know they had to do other 
things and try to keep from doing it. It was tough. And we had just 
got, just recently got some recognition for that, but it was way too high. 
We didn't make $60 a thousand after we had sold it and paid all our 
expenses. 

The Community 

The community of Sinclair Mills grew up around the mill. 

Anderson: They had a community hall, .... a two room school house I think. I 
know the kids used to go to grade eight. Our kids went to school 
there. I imagine there was probably, we must have had over 60 
people on the payroll, and I imagine that the town itself, well there 
must have been about 150 or more living in the company houses. Our 
first company house that we had, they didn't have it quite finished after 
we got back from our honeymoon, so we lived in the same shack that 
we had before for a couple of weeks until they finished it. 

The company houses were basic shelter provided by the company for a modest rent. 

They moved into their first company house in 1942 and lived there for ten or twelve years. 

Anderson: The first lot [of company houses] there was no water, no power, no 
nothing. Outside toilets and stuff like that. And uh, we paid, I think it 
was $12 a month rent, but a lot of them were $7 or $8 a month. I 
know because I used to have to collect it on the payroll. And the 
second house we got it was in the, sometime in the mid-50s probably. 
We paid $20 a month. Mind you it was a much better house. It had 
a bathroom, it had running water, power, the whole thing. So they 
come up quite a ways. We put in our own damn on a creek about a 
mile up the mountain and ran a pipeline down to the mill. It had 140 
pounds of pressure by the time it got down to the mill, so we had lots 
of power. Then we had the water all around the town, like it ran to the 
different houses. It was pretty good. 
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Everybody that worked at Sinclair Mills lived in the community. Aside from the 

houses for married couples and families there was also a bunkhouse for singles men. 

Anderson: The last facility they built for the single fellas - it was big enough to 
hold 65 men and it was complete, you know, washrooms, showers, 
the whole works. I think it was a two or three storey building. Then 
we had a lot of people that lived in the houses. There was some 
private houses. See the company just had so much land. Well, then 
there was other people had houses further along the railroad track. 

There were no women employed at the mill, although one did work in the post office. 

The spouses looked after the children, did the cooking, looked after the house. 

Anderson: We bought some equipment from a mill down in Fort William. And it 
came back, this carload of stuff, with a whole bunch of those old 
fashioned phones. So we put the phones in supervisors houses. We 
wanted to phone them if something was happening at the mill and they 
better get down here. And uh, those phones were used by the women 
more than we did. 

There were lots of activities for the residents. Dances were held a couple of times 

a month, and a movie about once a week at the community hall. The community hall was 

built by volunteer labour, but the company supplied the material for it. 

Other than the mill, there was no other employment in the community of Sinclair 

Mills. Teenage children of mill employees were hired each summer, but come September, 

they were right back in high school. In order to attend high school they had to be boarded 

in Prince George. Other than during the war years, there was no difficulty in finding labour 

for the mill. There were lots of transients that hopped off the freight trains, but they were 

never hired. During the war years, to compensate for the shortage of labourers, Japanese 

that had been interred were put to work at Sinclair Mills. 
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Anderson: Do you remember when they were, when they had this war with 
Japan, and they had collected all the Japanese into camps and stuff? 
Well there was a bunch of them out at Blue River, and we got 23 of 
them to do the logging. So we had a separate camp set up for them 
out in the bush, north of Sinclair Mills, and they, these fellas even had 
their own cook. They weren't restricted. They could come and go as 
they pleased and they got the same pay as the other fellas did. They 
were a pretty good bunch. And the one was, Tabuki, and his hobby 
or I think it might have been his trade in Japan, was fixing watches. 
And he did a lot of that in the evenings, on the side. 

Aside from the Japanese that were employed during the war years, the vast majority 

of employees at the mill were Caucasian. Any immigrants employed were of Scandinavian 

descent. 

The mills along the East Line all unionized at the same time. They went on strike 

to gain unionization, but once the unions were in, there was little difference in the working 

relationships between union and management. 

The isolation of living in Sinclair Mills was a bit of a problem for the residents. There 

was no road and no way of getting into Prince George other than by rail. A ferry was 

eventually put in at Hansard and the road was finally fixed up the road, and they could then 

drive in to Prince George a couple of months out of the year. 

All in all the years at Sinclair Mills were good ones for the Anderson family. They 

moved into Prince George in 1963, and haven't looked back. Mr. Anderson is now a 

partner in Sinclair Enterprises which he began with Bob Stewart when they left Sinclair 

Mills, and several of his sons are now employed there. 
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Interview #6 Ivan Anderson November 17, 1999 

It's Wednesday, November 1 ?1\ Toni Fletcher is interviewing Ivan Anderson of 
Sinclair Enterprises. So as I explained, this interview is part of a bigger project 
that is looking at the East Line sawmill communities, and I'm hoping that you can 
give me some information, tell me what it was like in the community that you're 
most familiar with, and what your experiences were in the sawmilling industry. So 
basically, I guess, you were in Sinclair Mills, the community of Sinclair Mills? 

Ivan: No, I went to Sinclair Mills in 1936 and the first summer I worked in the 
planing mill and odd jobs at the lumber yard and loading cars and whatever. 

Toni: And how long were you in Sinclair Mills? When did you eventually move? 

Ivan: Well, I worked there until October and then the sawmill was finished, 
because they have to get the logs out of the river. They can't run logs on the river 
in the winter time, so I went back in April and I got a job in the office. I think I 
started April the 151

h. That would be 1937, and I was there until 1962. 

Toni: And during that time, from 1937 to 1962, what progression of jobs did you 
have? 

Ivan: Well, I started out as a stenographer, I used to take dictation, type letters and 
I eventually worked up to looking after the payrolls, and then I started doing the · 
accounting for the mill and the logging part of it.I think it must have been about 
1955 that I was appointed manager of Sinclair Spruce Lumber Company and a 
little while after that, I think it was several years after that, I became manager of 
Upper Fraser Spruce Mill at the same time. So I used to travel back and forth by 
car. 

Toni: And now you're with Sinclair Enterprises ... 

Ivan: Well Sinclair Enterprises, my partner, Bob Stewart and I, started this in 
1962. We left Sinclair Mills, they were going to transfer the sales down to 
Toronto and at that time it was taken over by Noranda, and they bought it from 
another company called National Forest Products, who bought it in about '54. 

Toni: Okay. 

Ivan: And we didn't like the setup so we started on our own. 

Toni: Okay, so during the time you were at Sinclair Mills, from '36 until '62, 
what were some of the major changes that you saw in the sawmill industry, or I 
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guess government policy changes. 

Ivan: Well I don't know about government policy so much, it wasn't ... there 
wasn't that much of a change in government policies. I think towards the later 
years, we had to ... previous to that, the Forestry Service did all the planting, they 
did all the looking after whatever was planted or whatever was done after the logs 
were taken off. They changed that. We had to do our own, which is fine. It got 
done. They didn't get it done. There was thousands and thousands of acres that 
were NSR, not satisfactorily restocked. 

Toni: So the government had originally been responsible for the forest? 

Ivan: Yes, they were before that. 

Toni: And they turned it over to the private ... 

Ivan: And then they turned it over to the operators. 

Toni: And so that was an improvement in ... 

Ivan: We think it was. It got done. Trees got planted, it was looked after. I think 
we did a good job. 

Toni: When you started at Sinclair Mills, what sort of operations were they 
running? Was it horse logging or truck logging? 

Ivan: Well, it was mostly truck logging. While I was there, I think a year or two 
later, they brought in their first D7 tractor. And they used to use that to ... it had a 
blade on it, used to use that to build their roads and it also skidded the logs too. 
They'd take the blade off and just skid the logs with this D7 tractor. That's the 
first one I'd ever seen. 

Toni: Okay, and the logs were mostly transported by the river. 

Ivan: Yes, until we got ... we transferred in later years, in about '40's, in the early 
'40s, we started logging up behind the mountain, at the mill. There was Sinclair 
Mills there and there was a range of mountains that we called the Bear Paw 
Range, used to run along the track. And we never logged anything on that side of 
the range. We went up behind it and did our logging behind there, over to the 
McGregor Valley, and we did a fair amount of that. And then we had to go into 
hauling logs by truck, which we didn't do before. 

Toni: So did you have to build the roads into the ... 
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Ivan: We had to build the roads and in a lot of cases, it was plank roads. I should 
give you ... bring those old pictures over here. 

Toni: Okay, great. 

[ tape interruption] 

Ivan: See ifl can find one here with the plank roads. There's where we used to 
make the planks. That was my father in law, Ed Cowen. They used to set up a 
little mill out in the bush and all they'd do is cut planks for the roads, and then 
they'd build a plank road on top of timbers, you know, one set of timbers 
underneath each side of the road, and the trucks would run over it, and that was 
where all the weight was. Right over those timbers. 

Toni: And when would this have been that they were putting in the plank roads? 

Ivan: Well we put that in up at Longworth. The ground there was so soft and a lot 
of muskegs so you couldn't get in there unless you had a plank road. You'd just 
drive in there with the trucks. This is the first D7 tractor that I was telling you 
about. 

Toni: Now would this have been selective logging or clearcutting? What sort of 
logging? 

Ivan: It would be clearcutting, yeah. Look at the big load of logs. 

Toni: Not big by today's standards but ... 

Ivan: That's what I say too. 

Toni: But this is the plank roads that you ... 

Ivan: That's the plank road there yeah. And then they'd have turnouts, like they'd 
know where they had to meet another truck so they'd pull over and wait for the 
other truck to go by and then they'd .... 

Toni: And so they would make the plank roads larger at that ... 

Ivan: Yeah, it would be a turnout there so that trucks could pass. There's a couple 
more there. This is at the log dump at the river, they'd go in there and dump the 
logs. 

Toni: Okay, and now the logs would be cut, transported by truck on the plank road 
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down to the river, dumped in the river and transported down to the mill. 

Ivan: That's right. 

Toni: How big was the mill? What was the capacity of it? 

Ivan: The one at Sinclair Mills was ... we'd only run it about 6 months of the year 
because you couldn't use the river in the winter time so it would cut about 12 
million feet annually. And then a couple of times we ran it in the winter by 
building a proper deal to get down to the jack ladder so they could roll the logs 
down, then go up into the mill. That's the only way we could get them up there. 
And those two years we cut 18 million feet annually. The mill that we were 
involved in up at Bear Lake, it cuts 18 million feet a month. So it's a little 
different. 

Toni: Modem technology. 

Ivan: Well that's right and the mill at Sinclair was a steam plant. They had 4 
boilers and we also had one of the first gang saws, it was what we called a round 
log gang. It would take a good sized log and it would go through this gang, and it 
was actually a massive saw that might have 10 saws in there, and it was all 
hooked together like a sash, and this would go up and down like this, and it would 
cut those logs into boards. 

Toni: At one time? A full log? 

Ivan: At one time, yup full log. And that was quite an item there. This was the ... 
at Sinclair Mills all the lumber piles were out in the yard and you couldn't get to 
them, the ground was so rough, they had plank tramways and these dickeys would 
run along and haul the lumber out and then bring the lumber back in again when it 
was dry. That's some log dicks waiting to be dumped into the river. 

Toni: This picture of the mill, when would that have been roughly? 

Ivan: That's probably in ... let's see, it's 4 boilers there, when I first went there it 
was 3 boilers but then they put an extra boiler in, so that would be about probably 
'3 .. . . Oh, they've got a date on, it's '39. I was going to say '38, it's '39. So this is 
a planing mill building here and this is a sawmill building back here and then 
behind that is the power plant. 

Toni: So the planing mill is in the foreground of the photograph? 

Ivan: That's right, yeah. Here's another way that we used to get the logs out too is 
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they haul them on a pole road and they'd have wheels on this vehicle here were 
fitted over a log, just like that eh. 

Toni: Much like a train wheel 

Ivan: Except it had lip on both sides, and round so it would fit the log. And they'd 
haul it, one team or two teams of horses, would haul quite a load on that. 

Toni: Now was this before the truck logging or 

Ivan: Yes 

Toni: Did they do both? 

Ivan: No, that was before. 

Toni: So when would they have switched from horses ... 

Ivan: Well it would be about ... I guess after we moved up to Sinclair with the 
logs, we didn't do that pole road anymore after that because we built plank roads 
and had trucks. This here, you took it right down to the riverbank and built your 
loads there, you dumped it into the water right away. 

Toni:Okay, now you say moved up to Sinclair? 

Ivan: Yeah, well Longworth is about 12 miles from Sinclair. 

Toni: And that's where the operation was? 

Ivan: Yeah, that was the logging operation, it was 12 miles from there. It was 
upriver so everything there ... there's no road between Sinclair and Hutton. All 
that was there, well the river was there and that's all. And they would .. . so the 
logs had to come down by river, and in the summer time. 

Toni: Okay. 

Ivan: This is another ... that' s at Upper Fraser, Upper Fraser Spruce Mill, that's 
just about ... it's probably 10 miles from Sinclair, downriver. 

Toni: Now, in the '50s there was some policies brought in by provincial 
government including that a sawmill had to have a barker and chipper. Did that 
have any impact. .. 
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Ivan: It was more like in ... it was almost in the 60s. You see, they didn't request 
to do any barking and chipping until they got the pulp mill in. So I think that was 
in ... might have been the late '50s. 

Toni: I thought it was '56 or '58 that the policy was brought in. 

Ivan: It might have been '58. It might have been '58 because they had ... there was 
over 600 small mills out in the bush and they couldn't do that. They couldn't 
afford to put in a chipper and barker. 

Toni: So could the mills at Sinclair Mills afford that? 

Ivan: Oh yes, we had them in. 

Toni: And did that affect the operation other than the initial cost of putting in the 
equipment? 

Ivan: No, it didn't really affect it that much. It was ... I'm just trying to think now 
about the chips. No, it wouldn't affect it that much, but it might be a lot better for 
your saws. You have the buzz go in there and then the debarker and take all that 
stuff off, especially since you had to skid those logs out on the ground and they'd 
pick up sand and gravel. 

Toni: So your blades would last longer then? 

Ivan: Oh yeah, your saws would stay sharp quite a bit more. 

Toni: What about the scaling policies they brought in. At one point, I think that 
was also in the early '60s. 

Ivan: We used to get pretty ticked off with the couple of guys up here, they used to 
scale tree length and they never made any allowance for the big butt, if it was a 6 
inch top on it, it measured out, as far as they're concerned, as 6 inches all the way. 

Toni: Oh, even though it might have had an 18 inch butt. 

Ivan: Yeah, so they could gain quite a bit on ... well they'd recover a lot more 
lumber ever [inaudible??] than we could. We didn't do that. We didn't think it 
was fair. They got away with it for quite awhile. 

Toni: When they brought in the weigh scales, did that make a difference? 

Ivan: I'm just trying to think if we had the weigh scales at Sinclair. I don't think 
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they brought in the weigh scales when I was there. Normally you had to do it all as 
hand scaled. 

Toni: Oh, is that right, okay. And Sinclair had their own scalers that did ... 

Ivan: Oh yeah, they had their own. They had to be qualified, they had to be 
approved by the Forest Service. I'm sorry, we didn't have scalings at Sinclair. 

Toni: Now, Sinclair Mills, aside from the mill, there was a community there? 

Ivan: Yeah, they had the community, the community hall, they had ... I think it 
was a 2 room school house, I think. I know the kids used to go to Grade 8. Our 
kids used to go to school there. 

Toni: How large would you say the community was, the population of it? 

Ivan: Oh, I'd imagine there was probably ... oh we must have had over 60 people 
on the payroll and I image the town itself must have been about 150 more living 
out in the company houses. Our first company house we had ... we didn't have it 
quite finished after we got back from our honeymoon, so we lived in the same 
shack that I had before for a couple of weeks until they finished it. 

Toni: What were the company houses like? 

Ivan: They were ... the first lot there was no water, no power, no nothing, outside 
toilets and stuff like that. We paid, our first house, we paid I think it was $12 a 
month rent. A lot of them were just $7 and $8 a month. I had an old guy, he just 
said "collect it on the payroll". And the second house we got, it was in spring of ... 
see it would be in the '50s, sometime in the '50s I think, some time in the mid 
'50s probably, we paid $20 a month. Mind you it was a much better house. It had 
a bathroom, running water, power, the whole thing. So they'd come up quite a 
ways. We put in our own dam on a creek about a mile up the mountain and they 
ran the pipeline down to the mill. It had 140 pounds pressure by the time they got 
it down to the mill, so lots of power, and then we had to harness .... the water was 
all around the town, like it ran to the different houses. Yeah, it was pretty good. 

Toni: So how long did you live in the first house, with no power and no water? 

Ivan: Let's see '42, we must have been there 10-12 years. 

Toni: So into the early '50s then? 

Ivan: Yeah. 
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Toni: Were most of the people that worked at the mill living in Sinclair Mills, in 
the community? 

Ivan: Oh yes. We had quite a few ... the last facility they built for the single 
fellows, it was big enough to hold 65 men and there was a complete, you know, 
washroom, showers, the whole works, and I think it was a 2 or 3 story building, 2 
stories anyway, and then we had ... a lot of people that lived in the houses outside 
of that too. 

Toni: Did most people live in company housing or was there private housing? 

Ivan: No, there's some private houses, not all were company. See the company 
just had so much land and then other people had houses further along the railroad 
track, and they had their own houses. 

Toni: But most of the people that lived in the community worked in the mill? 

Ivan: Yup, oh yeah. 

Toni: And what did the spouses do? Were they employed by the mill or were they 
mostly stay at home? 

Ivan: No, we had ... I don't think it had any ... well there's no women in the mill. 
They looked after kids and looked after their house, and did the cooking. 

Toni: There wasn't other employment in Sinclair Mills? 

Ivan: No. They put a ... we bought some equipment from a mill down in Fort 
Williams and we put in ... they came back with this carload of stuff, or more than 
a carload, we had a whole bunch of those old fashioned phones, so we put the 
phones into supervisors' houses, like we want to phone, "something's happened at 
the mill - you better get down here". And those phones were used by the women 
more than we did. 

[laughter here] 

Toni: So do you know, did they have ... did the women organize in any way in 
terms of getting together for craft activities or ... 

Ivan: Oh yeah. They'd get together and we'd have dances ... oh, a couple of times 
a month, I guess, and they had ... we used to get in movies. They had a movie, I 
think, once a week at the community hall and that was all built by volunteer 
labour and the company supplied the material for it. Oh yeah, they were pretty 
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good. 

Toni: So the families that were there, you said there was a school, that 2 room 
school? 

Ivan: Yeah, I think it went up to Grade 8 and I don't know just how many kids 
were in it. There was quite a few. 

Toni: Now you mentioned that you got out of Sinclair Mills in '62. What caused 
you and your partner to want to get out? 

Ivan: Well they were going to move the sales down to Toronto. It was taken over 
by Noranda, they were going to move it down there and they're going to sell the 
lumber, and I didn't really like their attitude. I'd been to meetings in Toronto and 
they weren't happy with how much money we made. We didn't make very much 
money and so that's when we decided. And Bob Steward was working in a mill 
down in Osoyoos. He'd left there several years before, and we decided well we'd 
start up this company in Prince George, and we would buy lumber and sell 
lumber, and that's what we did. 

Toni: So your ... Sinclair Enterprises now buys the logs and sells them to the 
different markets? 

Ivan: No, when we first started we used to go around and buy the lumber from the 
small mills. Well it's very hard to deal with customers and say when can we get 
this or what are you going to do or what's the price. We didn't know, we couldn't 
tell because we had no control over the price, we had no control over the 
production, we didn't know how much the guy had, and I spent about 3 years 
visiting these small mills and trying to buy lumber, and that's when we decided 
we'd get into one of our own. 

Toni: So you now have your own mill? 

Ivan: We've got ... we're into 4 mills. We bought Nechako Lumber in 196 ... , I 
think it's '68 or '69. And right after that we got into Apollo Forest Products, with 
other ... with partners, and then in '73 we bought Lakeland Mills and then '87, we 
bought the Pas Lumber Company. So we've got all those. 

Toni: Have the policies that ... the course that we're looking at right now, the 
project that I'm involved in is looking at how the government policies affected the 
small sawmills. Now you said that the chipper/barker requirement didn't have a 
great affect on Sinclair Mills? 
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Ivan: No it didn't but it did on the small mills. They had to have a debarker and 
chipper. Well Sinclair put those in but the small mills, they couldn't afford to do 
that. Well, they had 10,000 feet in production in a year, a day and we had about 
100, 100,000 feet. 

Toni: So was that then to the benefit of the mid size or the larger mills like 
Sinclair Mills? 

Ivan: Yeah, I think it was ... well we kept going. We were able to operate, yet the 
small mills couldn't. 

Toni: So did that increase your lumber availability for timber? 

Ivan: No, it didn't affect us that much because we could only cut so much anyway. 
We were getting all we needed. We didn't need any more. 

Toni: Okay. What about when they said beehive burners had to be enclosed. Did 
that make a difference? 

Ivan: We were far enough away, it didn't bother us. We had the beehive burners, 
they were all enclosed, they were all covered on the top anyway. That had been 
done a long time before that. 

Toni: So while you were at Sinclair Mills, were there any major government 
policies that happened that you saw as having a major affect, either detrimental or 
a bonus? 

Ivan: Not while I was there. They changed ... they put on this, what do they call it 
now? They put an extra charge on top of our stumpage and we had to pay, 
including the price, and we had to pay $15 per cubic metre extra. And this is 
supposed to be for forest renewal. Well we already renewed the forest. We already 
guaranteed that we were going to plant the trees and everything, and we had to pay 
this on top of it. So looking at our recovery of 250 board feet per cubic metre, it's 
$60 a 1000. That's a lot of money, and that just about broke a lot of the mills. 
They had to do other things and try to keep from doing it. It was tough, and we 
just got ... just recently we got some recognition for that, that it was way too high. 
We didn't make $60 a 1000, after we'd sold and paid all our expenses. No way. 

Toni: The mill employed, you said, about 60 people on the payroll. 

Ivan: That was 60 single people plus the married fellows that were living in the 
other houses, so it's probably around 100 altogether. 
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Toni: Was there, during your time there, were there difficulties in finding good 
labourers or was it ... 

Ivan: No we ... there was a shortage at one time but I remember ... when I went up 
there in '36, I noticed that a lot of the fellows dropping off the freight cars and 
coming in looking for work, they never got hired. The only reason I got hired was 
because my good friend, Ivar Kelley, he asked them to make sure that they hired 
me, gave me a job. That's how I got a job. 

Toni: Like during the war, was it difficult to get labourers or was it always 
alright? 

Ivan: There was a shortage, yup. During the war, you mentioned ... do you 
remember when they had this war with Japan and they had collected all the 
Japanese into camps and stuff. Well there's a bunch on Blue River and we got 23 
of them to do the logging. So we had a separate camp set up for them up in the 
bush, north of Sinclair Mills, and these fellows, they even had their own cook. 

Toni: So this was like a fenced compound that they were in or just a separate ... 

Ivan: No, no they weren't restricted. They could come and go as they pleased and 
they got the same pay as the other fellows did. They were a pretty good bunch. 
And the one, Tabouki, and his hobby, or I think it might have been his trade in 
Japan, was fixing watches and he did a lot of that on the evenings on the side, fix 
watches. 

Toni: So there were 23 of the ... 

Ivan: We had 23. 

Toni: And they weren't considered to be interned? 

Ivan: No, no they were in a camp at Blue River and they were glad to get out of it. 
At our place they were free to go as they pleased. They were a good bunch, good 
workers. 

Toni: I heard that there was a Japanese internment camp in the area around Aleza 
Lake. Do you recall or know anything about that? 

Ivan: I don't know around Aleza Lake. This bunch came from Blue River. I know 
that was a camp. But I don't think they had any around ... they might have, I don't 
know. I never heard of them if they did. 
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[Tape interruption] 

Toni: Can you maybe just tell me some things about what it was like for you 
living in Sinclair Mills, working in the mill during the '40s and '50s? 

Ivan: Well the only thing I didn't like about it was there was no way of getting 
into town. We didn't even have a car when I first went there, and no way to drive 
in. No road. They eventually put in a ferry at Hansard and we used to ... they 
finally fixed up the road a little bit and we were able to drive in there a couple of 
months out of the year. We could go to town and come back. 

Toni: When you say go to town is that into Prince George? 

Ivan: Prince George, yeah. And it wasn't ... I didn't mind it really. I liked it out 
there. I remember I got ... Don McFee, he was the manager and part owner, he 
asked me if I'd come to work for them in April, after I'd been working in the mill. 
Well I said, "I'd like to." I was going to work in the office, "I should go down and 
get a brush up course in Vancouver". "Okay", he said. "So we'll figure April 151

h. 

You go down and get your course and come back". And I'd taken a commercial 
course at high school. I went down, I had to borrow $700 from my Dad, and I 
never went to town, when I got back, until I paid him off. 

Toni: Just put all your efforts into getting that debt gone? 

Ivan: Yup, I didn't like that. 

Toni: How was it for your wife living in Sinclair Mills? 

Ivan: Well, she and her sister, they lived in this separate house with their mother 
and Dad and he was the millwright, and I started going with her, well she said we 
went together for 5 years. Maybe we did, I don't remember. 

Toni: So she was already in Sinclair Mills when you went there? 

Ivan: Oh yes, and her sister. They're both going to school then. But that was the 
tough part about it and the company had a policy for any kids that were going to 
high school, they got a summer job, it didn't matter what. But September the 1 si, 
you get back to school. You're out of a job. 

Toni: And where was high school? 

Ivan: In Prince George. 
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Toni: So they were bussed in? 

I van: Yeah. But they had a boarding house for the kids. Like our oldest boy, he 
went to high school that way. 

Toni: And then when he came back for the summer he was employed at the mill? 

Ivan: Yup. It was good, and you know now, you can't do that. The union would 
not let you. You've got to be on the list and you've got to have some seniority and 
if you've got seniority, these kids can't get on. They can't get a job. And I don't 
like that. 

Toni: When did the mill unionize? 

Ivan: Oh they were in about, gosh I don't remember what year it was. I know Don 
McFee was still there and Wally said they were going on strike tomorrow, and he 
said, "I guess we just might as well take it easy for a couple of weeks". He said, 
"what we should do is all go fishing. Don't worry about it? Let them stew". 

Toni: So did it cause difficulty when they unionized? 

Ivan: No, they had to go on strike. It wasn't just our mill. It was all the mills, 
Upper Fraser and Eagle Lake sawmills and they're the only ones we were close to. 

Toni: They all unionized at the same time? 

Ivan: Oh yeah, IWA, yeah. No they were shoving their weight around all right. 

Toni: And once the unions were in, did it make major differences in the mills? 

Ivan: No, I don't think so. Not ours anyway. Our fellows were pretty good. 

[rest ofside one on tape is blank] 

Ivan: Well, one person you should talk to is Bob Stewart. 

Toni: And where is he? 

Ivan: Well he's up here in what do they call that? He's got an apartment up 151
h on 

the right hand side. 

Toni: Okay, he's living in Panarama Place or one of those places? 
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I van: Panarama Place, 119. 

Toni: And he's your partner. 

Ivan: Well yeah, but he retired a year ago September. In addition, this is my 
partner, you know Bob [inaudible??], you know he's a lot older than I am. "Yeah, 
I am, I'm 5 months older". 

[laughter here] 

Toni: Okay, so what was Bob's role at Sinclair Mills? 

I van: He worked in the office, on payrolls and on sales, and pretty well just office 
routine. 

Toni: What was the make up of the ethnic background of the workers at Sinclair 
Mills? 

Ivan: The what? 

Toni: The ethnic background? Were they mostly white guys? 

I van: Pretty well, yeah. There was ... we mentioned the Japanese, 23 of them there 
and we had a lot of Scandinavian people, like work in the bush and they were 
good workers, and we had some of them at the mill, they were handling the 
lumber, piling it ... hand piling the lumber, it was all piece work. And they worked 
great. They could work like crazy. 

Toni: So it was mostly Scandinavians? 

Ivan: Yeah. Norwegians, Swedish, yeah. 

Toni: Were there any Indians working there at different times? 

Ivan: No, I don't remember any to tell you the truth. 

Toni: You mentioned earlier that there was a dance maybe a couple of times a 
month and movie every so often at the community hall. 

Ivan: Yeah, they had the community hall and people would come down for a 
dance, and they'd come from Longworth, and they'd come from Hansard and 
different places to come to the dance. 
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Toni: Were there other community halls in like Hansard and Longworth? 

Ivan: Oh yeah, Longworth had their own. It seemed to me Upper Fraser had one 
too. I'd never been there but ... 

Toni: And so did the people in Sinclair Mills go up to these other communities? 

Ivan: Oh some of them did, yeah. We didn't go but some of them did. 

Toni: What sort of amenities were in the community? Stores or hair dressers or 
barbers ... 

Ivan: Well the company, at Sinclair, the company had their own store and it was a 
store, post office and office combined. We used to ... our office used to look after 
the post office too. In the summer we'd hire one of the girls to come in, there's 
one, we had one girl come in and look after the post office. 

Toni: Okay. 

Ivan: I'd forgotten about that. But that's about all. And then they'd have sports 
days, in the summer we'd play ball. Some of them would go down to Giscome 
and play ball down there against the Giscome people. In the fall, it was a lot of 
hunting going on. In the summer it was fishing, go up river or up to the different 
lakes around there, go fishing. 

Toni: What was your sense of the community? Was it everybody stayed to 
themselves or was it everybody was a family? 

Ivan: No, they were a friendly bunch, yup. I know our neighbours used to take ... I 
didn't have a boat and he had a boat and motor so he'd holler to Keith, "come on, 
let's go fishing". So they'd pile in the boat and they'd go fishing up the creek. 
And it was pretty fair hunting around there too. Moose. 

Toni: Did most families hunt and fish providing themselves with food that way? 

Ivan: Oh yeah, oh sure. There's one place across the river from Sinclair, there's 
smi of a pothole there, and the ducks come in there at night to stay over night. Just 
whistling. You'd be banging away over there, you'd have about 10 minutes and 
then the dog would run around like crazy trying to pick up all these ducks you'd 
knocked off. 

Toni: So you were there for a lot of years? 
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Ivan: Yes 

Toni: 30 years. 

Ivan: Yeah. It was quite a while. 

Toni: What do you miss most about it, or do you miss it? 

Ivan: I really don't know. Our family is in town here and we see them fairly often. 
One of our boys works here in the office and Keith is manager of Lakeland and 
our daughter was married to a trucker, he's quit trucking. Things are pretty rough 
that end of it I guess. 

Toni: What about the current forest policies? 

Ivan: They're making changes. We're squawking quite a bit about some of the 
things. That was that forest renewal stuff. That just really bugged me. Like we 
were paying, just paying twice for it. Other than that, we find them very receptive 
to talk to. We're dealing now with the natives up the Stoney Creek, in the 
Vanderhoof area. We've got 6 that are working in the planer mill, well it's 
actually ... it's supposed to be separate but it isn't yet, but we're going to make it 
separate. What do you call it?, it's what we call a bed frame section. They make 
certain size pieces so that those companies in the States can make bed frames out 
of it, certain length, certain size, and they do all kinds of things. They even take a 
plank and they've got a machine there that will cut it as circle rounds, so that's the 
edge of the bed. It's not square. So that rounds the nose off. So they've got 6 
natives doing that, and they're working very well. They wanted to have the ... all 
the payrolls. They would look after the payroll down at Stoney Creek and we'd 
pay them for it. "No, we don't do it that way. You're on our payroll, you get the 
same wages as the rest of them". "Yeah, but they don't have to pay the tax". "Yes 
they do here. If you get it back from the government, that's up to you". They're 
tough to deal with, the things they ask for and they don't know straight up about 
it, you know, the selling end of it, they have no idea what happens there, you 
know. 

Toni: What is the market for most of your lumber now? 

Ivan: Well, we sell as much as we can to the States, but this quota system, it just 
kills us. We can't afford to pay $146 a 1000 US funds for being over the quota. 
It's just out of this world. You might as well just tell them, "come on and help 
yourself'. 

Toni: Do you ship any to Japan or any of the other markets? 
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Ivan: Very little, no. The market there is very tough now. They're not building 
very much. But it's coming back. It'll come. 

Toni: And Sinclair Mills, what would their market have been? 

Ivan: Mostly down in the States. We had a customer down there for years. We 
used to ship there. 

Toni: What sort of lumber did they ship. Was it mostly pine or did they do just 
anything? 

Ivan: From Sinclair, it would be mostly spruce and balsam, although we never 
told the customers there was any balsam added. 

Toni: Of course not. 

Ivan: Terrible stuff. I don't like it. 

Toni: I don't blame you. 

Ivan: But we shipped a lot to the Ford Motor Company. Apparently when they 
shipped, it must have been when they shipped cars and stuff on a boat, they had to 
put it in crates, so they made these crates. So we made it out of ... we had a special 
size and it was 13116th thick. So it was under an inch thick. And we made it out of 
double that and resawed it. And then it was in sort of like av joint, just like a 
flooring joint. We shipped them a lot of that wood, but the market died off too. 
They must have found some other way to do it cheaper. 

Toni: So as the markets changed, was it difficult to keep up? 

Ivan: Well if it changes, you've got to find something else, very quick. 

Toni: What about sizing? I mean at one point it went from standard, from imperial 
to metric? 

Ivan: Well, the States is always standard, by the inch. Oh yeah, and I think the 
Japanese are on metric, but they buy the other stuff too. They can't get it any other 
way, so ... We could do metric but you hate mixing up your sizes and stuff. It isn't 
that much difference in the size, you know, it's very close to that. 

Toni: Well, I had told you that I wouldn't take you much more than an hour, so 
I' 11 stop this. 
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[ tape interruption] 

Toni: Okay your Dad was a shoemaker 

Ivan: My Dad was a shoemaker and he came from Denmark in about 1910 and he 
had two brothers in Ohio, Cleveland, Ohio. He spent some time there and then he 
spent, I think, a couple of years he as an all-American bum on the railroad. 

Toni: Oh yeah. 

Ivan: Looking for work and he'd get on the train and go some place else. And then 
he came up here in about 1911 or '12, he came up to Prince George, or south Fort 
George. At the border he had to have $500 in cash. 

Toni: To get into Canada? 

Ivan: To get into Canada. The guy said, "you know how much cash you've got to 
have?", "Oh yeah, I've got it right here". He had $5. But anyway, he worked at 
[TMR's??] restaurant, as a flunky and waiter and whatever, and then he started his 
own shoe repair shop over in South. And then when Prince George took off, then 
he moved into Prince. He had about 5 or 6 guys working for him at one time. 

Toni: Oh is that right? 

Ivan: Yeah. 

Toni: Was he the only shoemaker, shoe repair shop? 

Ivan: Yup. Then he used to make shoes but he went bankrupt. Back then he would 
do a lot of outfitting these guys, the trappers and stuff, for all of them, they'd go 
out by way of Edmonton, never saw them again. So he went broke. So they came 
over.. .. a couple of guys came over to the house after that and my mother used to 
tell this story. They had one of those pads you see when you're [inaudible??]. 
Shee said, "did you gentlemen want something". "Oh" they said, "you know your 
husband has gone bankrupt". He said, "we're just checking the house out". Well 
she said, "you can forget the checking. This house is in my name". "Oh, we didn't 
know that". 

Toni: So he may have gone bankrupt but he was not foolish about it. 

Ivan: No, well they always ... in fact there was a fellow up on the hill, a fellow by 
the name of Perkins was a lawyer and he suggested that he's in business, you 
should put the house in your wife's name. That's what you should do. And that's 
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good advise. So he started out, he was on his own then for a long time after that. 
He never had anybody working with him. He just worked by himself. 

Toni: He started another business on his own? Or did he just ... 

Ivan: No, he moved into another area and started up ... just had the shoe repair 
shop, no machines for building shoes or anything like that, but he got by. 

Toni: So you grew up in Prince George? 

Ivan: Oh yeah. 

Toni: I guess you've seen a lot of changes then from ... 

Ivan: Yes, it has changed quite a bit. Sure has. My Dad was a great one for 
hunting. He liked to hunt and he used to shoot a lot of things that he shouldn't be 
shooting. I was at a dinner after his ... he died about 1950 I think, and there was a 
dinner several years after that. This fellow was sitting next to me and introduced 
himself. "Oh", I said, "weren't you a game warden". Well he said, "I still am". He 
said "was your Dad Walter Anderson?". I said "yeah". "Well I suppose you know 
he shot a lot of game that he wasn't supposed to shoot". Well I said "how did you 
know?". Well he said, "we never bothered him". He said, "he looked after a lot of 
people so they had meat, none of it went to waste. We didn't bother him". 

Toni: That's interesting isn't it? 

Ivan: Yeah. But he did shoot quite a bit. Well I could always tell he was out 
hunting, he'd shoot and three shots one right after the other. I'd say, "what do you 
shoot so many shots for?" He said, "you hit him the first time, I just want to make 
sure". 

Toni: So he provided meat for other ... 

Ivan: Other people in town, you know. People who are ... some of the older people 
and stuff who weren't working. Oh yeah, he did that. He was a good shot too. 
Much better than I was. 

Toni: Yeah, that's good. 

[ end of interview] 
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